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 Here, we share with you an extensive overview of this unique program from its working principles to its amazing features.
Besides, we will offer you with a guide to its most recent improvements and new features! In other words, how to download

Optitex 15.0.198.0 + Extra Pack? What is Optitex 15.0.198.0 + Extra Pack? Optitex 15.0.198.0 + Extra Pack is a software that
is for the most part used for the very fashion design, sample creation, 2D/3D modeling, imaging, etc. Its use is broad, and it

covers almost every step of the creative process, from the original idea to the final concept to the set. It also helps you achieve
high quality work in all aspects of the production process. Additionally, it gives you access to the most modern generation 3D

scanning tools, which allow you to take the most detailed measurements of models, fabrics, and other items, and turn them into
stereolithography files. The best part is that you can use these tools by themselves, or as an integral part of Optitex 15.0.198.0 +
Extra Pack. Optitex 15.0.198.0 + Extra Pack Features In this section, we will highlight some of the special features of Optitex
15.0.198.0 + Extra Pack. It comes with 17 built-in brushes for colors, textures, markers, pens, etc. Its interface is very intuitive

and easy to use It comes with templates for two-dimensional projects, and also for 3D ones This software also comes with a
gallery where you can share your creative projects with your colleagues and friends, as well as upload them to the cloud, or

export them in different formats It allows you to quickly scan any 3D model, fabric, piece of jewelry, whatever, and create a
corresponding high-quality stereolithography file You can import all type of vector files You can use templates for

automatically tagging your projects, and also edit and preview them in the various projects This powerful software comes with
an advanced feature called “UV Editing”, allowing you to fine-tune the surface of objects in any project, as well as use the file

history feature to undo changes, and update them with the latest changes You can use this software for both 2D and 3D projects
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